
My Interpretation of Mission Vidya Sanskar  
Education Philosophy  
 
With faith and confidence we light the fire, and with faith we offer oblations to the fire.  We 
sing in praise of faith.  For we consider it to be the highest virtue.  (Rigveda) 
 
Word Vidya stands for science, learning, scholarship and philosophy.   Vidya is more used in 
sense of video or a sort of vision.   Sanskar stands for ceremony for purification.  There are 
total 14 vidyas and 16 Sanskars  
 
Key Points 
 

• Vidya Sanskar is Nationalistic  
• Vidya Sanskar offers an Indian International Perspective on way of life 
• Vidya Sanskar’s has its own Education Philosophy, a combination of east and west 

 
 
What kind of human being are we aiming to produce?  
Essentially, all across the globe education is aiming to produce a human being who is 
knowledgeable, hard working, efficient, disciplined, smart, successful and hopefully a leader 
in his field of Endeavour.   
 
BUT Adolf Hitlor had all these qualities.  The only thing he lacked was love and compassion.  
What is there in our present day education to prevent the creation of little Hitlers? 
 
No my friend, what is missing is compassion, love for mankind and a noble mission to make 
this world a better place to live in.  Only Vidya and Sanskar in childhood could have given 
him the same.   
 
Vidya Sanskar International School for Holistic Learning is committed to groom global 
citizens with best of secular Indian values and beliefs, who act for the common good. 
 
 
Our Education Philosophy is simple, I see Education as single most effective instrument 
chosen for all round perfection of the world-be citizens of the land. To acquire attributes of 
the higher self so as to love and be loved by all. To those of us who are mainly exposed to 
stereotypic educational system and examination-oriented syllabus, our educational horizon 
was bound to be limited. 
 
 
At Vidya Sanskar – We are India, Nationalism, International as well as Universal! 
 
Nitin, 18/Feb/2007 




